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Verse 1. (The Game) 

Life aint fair and sumtimes it get
black like the nike airs
and thats when i go back, 
back where?
to the block where the trains never stop
cuz its hard to "???" that the dream is beeing on top
and you already there 
so you look down
into the city and see life aint what it used to be
kids fanatise about how a phantom rides if
you can track a star then welcome to the interprise
hop in the spaceship and fly fly away
pas the clouds where marvin gaye and 2pac stay 
you never wanna come back like jam master jay
matter fact close your eyes and lets pass away.

Chorus:

Uuuuh,If You could see straight trough my eyes
then let this world tomorrow say goodbye
If you Could take one thing with you, what could it be..
with you, with you,

Verse 2. (The Game)

you wouldnt be here in this if it wasnt for lupe he
inspired what i wrote, bought hes album today
then i threw it in my car let the CD play
"you All Superstars" What the CD say and on the
early this morning i like stevie jay making love to the
music 
like my stevie play when i rap the hood listen
Ghetto Tv jay
and the devil try hard just to see my break
thats when i switch switch cars
and i cross my heart knowing that im gods son
like the belly of nas i used to dream hard about beeing
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in them belly with nas even the ghetto mozart
couldnt play that part like the 
Eli Mannings when they play that hard
everybody aint a giant but the play that card[Through
My Eyes Lyrics On ]
and that card is dealt and them blows are felt
like a Mayweather jab that land below the belt

Chorus:

Uuuuh,If You could see straight trough my eyes
then let this world tomorrow say goodbye
If you Could take one thing with you, what could it be..
with you, with you,

verse 3, (The Game)

Light a candle in the dark and make yourself
to the light and when your' there blow it out
so you can sleep through the night
the sun rise in the morning and you future gets bright
bright as the ice in my ears like a movie premier
and you can be Denzel cuz your eyes could tell
that you can memorize your lines without
reading your script and you can walk 
through the force while you're standing still
you might get lucky like force 20 million a field
with that you buy your self a football field
or fullfill dreams for kids who got that skill
marry a legend like jada if you got that will
but laugh now, cry later if you pop that pill
seen fun for a moment but its not that real
cuz you life is icecold and you got that chill
so tomorrow when you wake and spinn that wheel
just remember what i told you from on top of
that hill

Chorus!:

Uuuuh,If You could see straight trough my eyes
then let this world tomorrow say goodbye
If you Could take one thing with you, what could it be..
with you, with you,
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